
Numerical Goal-based Transformers 

for Practical Conditions
1. Motivation

Goal-conditioned reinforcement learning (GCRL) studies aim to apply trained

agents in realistic environments. In particular, offline reinforcement learning is being

studied as a way to reduce the cost of online interactions in GCRL.

One such method is Decision Transformer (DT), which utilizes a numerical goal

called "return-to-go" for superior performance. Since DT assumes an idealized

environment, such as perfect knowledge of rewards, it is necessary to study an

improved approach for real-world applications.

In this work, we present various attempts and results for numerical goal-based

transformers to operate under practical conditions.

1) Comparisons of the proposed algorithms and DT

For most datasets and environments, the proposed algorithms have similar

performance with slightly lower values than those of DT due to

estimation errors.

2) Comparisons of CDT and DT

For the Medium Expert dataset, it is observed that CDT has better or

comparable performance to DT. However, for the Medium and Medium

Replay datasets, it is observed that the performance gap between CDT and

DT gradually increases. These results show that, from the perspective of the

quality of the dataset, the performance of the proposed algorithm

decreases as the proportion of highly rewarded trajectories in the overall

dataset decreases and the consistency of actions decreases.

3) Comparisons of DT-R and DT-CR

Over the entire datasets and environments, it is shown that the reward

estimation to minimize the error in a conservative manner outperforms the

reward estimation to minimize the error only.

4) Comparisons of CDT and DT-CR

For the Medium Expert and Medium datasets, it is observed that CDT has

higher performance because it generates actions by considering the

maximization of the conservatively estimated reward.

However, for the Medium Replay dataset, it is observed that DT-CR

outperforms CDT. This means that if the dataset has few trajectories with

high rewards and low consistency of actions in trajectories, it is better to only

minimize the action error rather than maximize the conservatively estimated

reward.

2. Conservative Decision Transformer

4. Conclusion

In this work, we propose CDT for numerical goal-based transformers to

operate in practical environments. Experimental results show that the CDT

can achieve stable performance with only state information and no

actual reward information.

In future work, we would like to study a generalized GCRL for 3D

locomotion and robot manipulation tasks by considering various types of

goals such as images, text, symbols, etc.

A. The architecture of Conservative Decision Transformer

In the training phase, all data from the offline dataset, including returns and rewards,

are utilized to update the networks. In the evaluation phase, considering practical

conditions, only states are used to interact with the environment.

3) Objective function for alpha

B. Objective functions for Conservative Decision Transformer

1) The objective function for the reward estimation

Since the objective function in Eq. (1) is a minimization problem, the optimal value of

the second term in Eq. (1) is 0. This means that the estimated reward for unseen

actions should be conservatively lower than the reward for actions in the offline

dataset, i.e., .

2) The objective function for the action generation

The objective function in Eq. (2) means that a generated action should be found by

considering maximizing the estimated reward and minimizing the action error

within error threshold ea. When α is large, the objective function tends to minimize the

action error, and when α is close to 0, it tends to maximize the estimated reward.

The α is automatically adjusted by solving a Lagrangian dual problem of Eq. (2):

Since the objective function in Eq. (4) is a minimization problem, α is going to 0

for the condition . For the opposite condition, α is

going to be larger.

3. Experimental Results

1) Comparisons of CDT with ea = 0.4 and ea=0.38

In the figure, from the Medium Expert to the Medium Replay of datasets, CDT

with ea = 0.4 has higher variances than those of CDT with ea = 0.38.

It means that this high variance of CDT with ea = 0.4 due to relaxed error

threshold has positive effects on good quality datasets, such as the

Medium Expert dataset.

CR: Conservative Reward estimation,    R: Reward estimation

C. The algorithm for Conservative Decision Transformer

A. Figure: Training curves of all algorithms in Mujoco locomotion tasks

B. Table: Normalized returns for all algorithms in Mujoco locomotion tasks
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